
Key BENEFITS

Pinpoints current endpoint 

security risks and outlines 

actions to improve endpoint 

defenses and reduce 

incidents.


Identifies gaps or insufficient 

coverage within existing 

security technologies to 

support near-term and long-

term strategic planning.


Delivers actionable and 

prioritized recommendations 

to maximize existing endpoint 

security solutions.


Provides suggested 

technology changes to 

improve and strengthen 

endpoint security posture.


ENDPOINT
DEFENSE
ASSESSMENT
Make Strong Endpoint Security a Priority – and a Reality

Reveald Endpoint Defense Assessment 
delivers insights to optimize 
endpoint security strategies and 
reduce risk.
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DATA SHEET

While every person in an organization should be proactively 

engaged in endpoint defense protection – what happens 

when human defenses fail?



Employees leverage mobile devices, home networks, and 

unmanaged WiFi to connect seamlessly to cloud-based 

applications and corporate systems. But the proliferation of 

endpoint devices that support this access has greatly 

expanded organizations' attack surfaces, supplying more 

potential targets for adversaries to exploit.



Not surprisingly, the number of cyber attacks on endpoints 

continues to rise – largely the result of user-owned devices 

that are connected to corporate systems. Organizations 

generally cannot enforce corporate security policies and 

protections on these endpoints, As a result, BYOD devices 

pose a greater security risk as well as a challenge in terms of 

the visibility of these devices in the environment.

Reveald delivers a vital comprehensive view of the 

organizations’ endpoint security landscape so security teams 

can see security gaps and exposures in their environment 

from the attackers' perspective. Our insights inform 

actionable strategies for proactively addressing these gaps 

and adjusting configuration policies and defensive and 

responsive controls to minimize potential security risk.

Putting Endpoint Risk in the Attacker's Perspective



The Reveald Endpoint Defense Assessment is the fastest way to assess, analyze, and get an action plan into place 

to minimize your endpoint exposures and thwart attackers.


Our in-depth evaluation shines a bright light on the effectiveness of your in-place endpoint security. We uncover 

hidden assets and vulnerabilities across your entire distributed environment. And we provide comprehensive 

insights and actionable recommendations to help you proactively close security gaps and improve your 

defensive controls and safeguards.


The result is reduced endpoint risk – and faster threat identification and resolution in the event an endpoint 

device, including BYOD, is compromised.


C R I T I C A L  I N S I G H T S  T h a t  H e l p  Y o u  R e d u c e  R i s k  A N D  i m p r o v e  
E n d p o i n t  D e f e n s e

A S S E S S M E N T  O U T C O M E S

DATA SHEET

Executive Summary
of our findings and recommendations in straightforward 
business language to share with your key stakeholders

Top Impactful Actions
for endpoint security improvements based on our findings

Prioritized Recommendations
to optimize your endpoint security strategy and reduce risk

Confidence that Endpoint Defenses
are effective enough to prevent security incidents
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ABOUT REVEALD
Reveald is the only managed services company to offer a holistic approach to cybersecurity focused on the 
offense plus defense continuum to maximize risk reduction for clients. From operationalized continuous 
exposure management to comprehensive managed defense to moving beyond remediation to full resolution 
of risk and threat issues, Reveald solves the people, processes, and technology equation to deliver proven 
business outcomes.





